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Why Microsoft Excel's Locking Stink -
swombat ====== dhimes A month ago I

was hanging around at the gym, when a very
nice older gentleman took over the machine
for a set. I tried to make a joke about what a

distraction he was, and he looked at me
oddly and said "really? Do you think I don't
notice you staring at me all the time?" I felt

bad. He noticed me and the other guy a little
too much, but neither of us took it to heart.

------ kajeet Sorry about the formatting. I
should have said'sockpuppet' instead of

'genius revolver'. Anyways, I don't think the
guy who wrote the blog got his inspiration

from Knuth -- he seems to be going for
something more'muscle memory' -- as in 'I

haven't used it, so I don't get it.' I don't think
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that's the best way to 'stifle innovation,' but I
really don't think that's the point. ~~~

cookiecaper Like the image example, I think
the sentiment is generally true that it is not

good if a keyboard shortcut exists that is
similar to one already on the keyboard that
provides a much more efficient means of
data entry. I think the sentiment is also
generally true for users who never use a

mouse. People do all kinds of stupid things
with a mouse, particularly keyboard-first

users when they have complex forms with
lots of buttons. It would be rare that a

keyboard-only user would think, "Oh, I didn't
realize there was a shortcut to do that," but

imagine that a keyboard user uses the space
bar to input text and then later discovers that

there is a keystroke that triggers the
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calculation they wanted to trigger with the
space bar. I am not advocating for or against
the "keyboard shortcut," though; it's precisely

because of the potential for having a "just
missed it" window of discovery that I don't

think there should be one. Many people use a
keyboard to input data, and I think those

people should use their keyboard as
effectively as possible. ------ 6d1f23a050
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